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Discover TasmaniaFind your own private place to witness winter surf pound the east coast's

dramatic beachesGet in on the secret of one of the state's least-visited national parksGet a lungful

of what scientists have declared the cleanest air in the world, near WoolnorthMake a foodie

pilgrimage to King Island for some of Australia's best cheeses in a pristine, wild settingIn This

GuideThree authors, 1440 hours on the road, seven close encounters with wombatsColor Highlights

chapter for travelers, by travelersHandy GreenDex for locating ecofriendly accommodation,

activities and more
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This provides a good logistics overview of Tasmania, long on help with sleeping, eating, and getting

there.We loved Tasmania, but did most of our travel planning on the Web, which gave much more

of a feel for things than did any book. We bought and used both this book and Rough Guide to

Tasmania. We generally found Rough Guide more useful, but seldom used them on our six days in

Tasmania. We didn't use either book for recommending restaurants and entertainment, but the

Lonely Planet was better than the Rough Guide at that.This book has good descriptions of each

area, with only a very high level picture of the whole country. Go to the Web to figure out what

appeals to you. Then, a travel book can help, but travel books are still a bit in a pre-Web past,

longer on accomodations and restaurants, where there's better information online. The two

Tasmania books we used are short on vivid descriptions of the type "if you like this kind of thing,



here's a place not to miss and why".

Lonely Planet Guides are great. However, this edition was missing some really important stuff which

the previous version contained. Nuff said.

wish it had the trails with more details! Otherwise, the great book that Lonely Planet always

produces.

This book gives you a great deal of useful info. Well worth the purchase price.

Generally a good travel guide on Tasmania.THE GOOD:The book conveniently allocates a chapter

to different regions of Tasmania and each chapter contains some rudimentary road travel maps of

the area, sights and things to do, accommodation, and restaurants.The book is pretty good at

basically listing all the exciting things to do and see in Tasmania, such as travelling the Tamar

Valley wine route, visiting Cataract Gorge in Launceston and stopping at all the lovely farms and

shops to purchase local Tasmanian produce. The book also includes lots of information about

Tasmania, such as its history, wildlife, flora, local transport, and the legal aspects to travelling, such

as not carrying fruit and vegetables into Tasmania, and the need to purchase a national park entry

pass.AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT:The book offers a good selection of accommodation and

restaurants, however the list is not exhaustive and could be improved. Also, the maps contained in

the book are pretty amateur and could be improved also.Nonetheless, I found this to be a good

book and necessary resource for my trip to Tasmania and I recomment it to anyone thinking of

visiting the lovely state.
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